JLPS Curriculum Overview for: Modern Foreign Languages
Year

Main theme/ skills/ knowledge/ context

Group
R

Curriculum area: Understanding the World: Children gain awareness of other cultures and communities and know some
basic similarities and differences.
Be aware that different languages are spoken across the world and respect this.
Develop awareness of some different cultures and some basic differences between them, such as food or
weather.

Listen to and join in with songs and words from other languages.
Speaking and listening: Listen and repeat basic Spanish words, join in with songs and games.
Intercultural understanding: Develop knowledge of some festivals and celebrations in Spain.

Greetings and being polite.

Parts of the body

Colours

Learning numbers 1-10

Fruit and vegetables

Plants

Seaside
Speaking and listening: Listen and repeat basic Spanish words. Respond to basic questions in Spanish.
Intercultural understanding: Compare daily life in Spain with their own.

Numbers 1-10 revision

Maps and flags of the world

In my pencil case…

Colours (Revision and

Numbers to 15

Animals
extension)

Shapes

Looking at Guatemala
Speaking and listening: Listen and repeat French greetings. Join in with songs and games in French.
Intercultural understanding: Develop knowledge of French traditions.

Introducing myself, name

Colours

Happy Birthday
and age

Farmyard song

Party invitations

Speaking about my Family

Numbers 11-20

Body parts

Numbers 1-10

Playground games

Monsters

The weather
Speaking and listening: Respond to basic questions in French. Speaking in sentences with increasing fluency.
Intercultural understanding: Compare French traditions and daily life to their own.

Animals

On the way to school

Diary of activities

Grandma

Money

Healthy eating

Numbers 21-30

How much?

French around the world

Dates

On our travels
Speaking and listening: Hold a basic conversation in French.
Reading and Writing: Read simple French sentences.
Intercultural understanding: Name and talk about some places in France.

Alphabet

Poems

Food

Places in the locality

Journey to school

Lunchtime

Numbers 30-100

Directions

Sport

Celebrations and Christmas

Skyping

Likes and dislikes
cards to pen pals

Pen pals



1

2

3

4

5

6

French residential visit:
Speaking and listening: Hold a basic conversation in French.
Reading and Writing: Read and write simple French sentences.
Intercultural understanding: Talk about own experiences of France based on the residential.




Planets
Months and seasons
Weather





Café
Choosing and ice-cream
Ordering food

French residential visit




French schools
Places in town
Tourist guide

